Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The Institute of Economic Studies announces a call for application for a study abroad scholarship at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Kenan-Fleagar Business School in Spring semester 2020/2021. UNC Kenan-Fleagar has been consistently ranked as one of the world’s best business schools.

Both bachelor’s and master’s degree students are eligible for scholarships. Students can apply only if their total period of stay abroad within the Erasmus+ program does not exceed 12 months during their particular study level (bachelor or master). Spring semester runs from January till May.

Before submitting all the necessary documents, please fill-in the online application:

E-Application

The valid application must contain the following documents:

- Application
- CV (including applicant’s e-mail and phone number)
- motivation letter – applicants should explain why they are interested in the study exchange and how they expect to benefit from it, they are also encouraged to highlight their strengths and qualifications to become a perfect candidate for the study exchange
- specific study plan at UNC
- at least one letter of recommendation from an academic at IES FSV UK
- transcript of study results from the SIS and a total grade point average, for both study cycles (Bachelor and Master)
- students enclose their Bachelor thesis and its referee reports if available, bachelor’s degree students enclose their Bachelor-thesis project

The application may further contain the following if available:

- official language certificates
- GMAT or GRE test scores
- relevant certificates confirming further education, winning competitions and etc.

Applicants must send all the requested documents electronically in one zipped file to PhDr. Lenka Šťastná, Ph.D, lenka.stastna@fsv.cuni.cz no later than June 22, 2020, 23:59.

Selected applicants will be then invited for an online interview via Google Meet.

Terms of Study: Students do not pay any tuition at UNC. Students are expected to cover all their costs by themselves using scholarship of euro 1260 per month which covers approximately 80% of total costs. The financial support is provided for 3–5 months stays. Furthermore, students will get one-off allowance for their travel cost of euro 820. Students are required to get a specific amount of ECTS credits as given by the Dean’s provision No.15/2018. Immediately after the end of the stay, the requested documents must be delivered to the International Office.

Information about studying at UNC is available here.